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In continuation of last year, the Indonesian Workshop was held 

from July 27th to August 18th.  
  Welcomed by Sr. Chizuyo Inoue at the Jakarta International 

Airport, we headed for Bandung by mini-bus. The workshop began 
in the afternoon of the 28th. Last year we made individual skirts, but 
this year we produced necessary commodities for the community. 
The ten community members of Bandung made 15 curtains for the 
chapel, 2 sets of sofa-covers-for-three, and 2 sets of single cushion 
covers. 

  The members of the Jakarta Kebon Nanas community sewed 4 
pieces of white chapel curtains, a bed-cover, sheets (for big 
mattresses trimmed with elastic), several sets of pillow cases, and 
countless cushion covers for the chapel. 

  The two Jakarta Lenteng Agung community members, sewed 4 
pieces of gathered-type curtains. 

 
  Measuring the size and then taping it on the floor, the material 

was cut to its size. After hand-sewing the tacked material, it was 
completed by the sewing machine. Some were not skilled with the 
machine, but those with last year’s experience soon got into practice 
and in no time there was smooth system of cutting, tacking, sewing 
and ironing, while providing a good practical experience of 
community building. 

 
  This summer’s Japanese cooking course consisted in Makizushi 

(seaweed rolled rice), pickles, and soup with rice cakes. Sr. Inoue’s 
prized seaweed and rice was generously donated and the rest were 
easily bought at a nearby supermarket. There were magnificent dry  
mushrooms tempting us to bring some home to Japan. 
   

This year also, I learned some Indonesian dishes. 2 recipes using 
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steamed banana leaves were good enough to be included in 
high-class Japanese special cooking recipes. One is sticky, 
rice-cake-like confectionary, soaked in black sugar. Cooking process: 
①Cut the banana leaf into 30cm squares, then steam ②Prepare the 
ingredients, i.e. squash the casaba (kind of potato) then fry with 
coconut and balm sugar ③wrap the mashed potato in the banana 
leaf and steam for 30 minutes. Second item: put tofu and white fish 
meat in a bowl, mix with pepper and salt. Mash. Wrap in banana leaf 
and then steam. In Japan, a bamboo leaf could be used. 

  Having lived together for 3 weeks, cooking, and eating rice 3 
times a day, I realized a richness in their diet, whereas we Japanese 
have quickly adapted to “bread-eating habits.” “Tempeh”(soya beans 
cooked till soft, then soaked in vinegar), “Kembang Tahu” (specially 
cooked soya beans curd), and “Soto” (a kind of soup) always have 
plenty of ingredients. I was struck by their eating habits full of 
healthy vegetables. 

 
  During the workshop this time, there were many plans for 

pleasure outings. On July 30th afternoon, we visited Saung 
Angklung Udjo, a famous spot for concerts for the bamboo 
instruments and singing. There was a wonderful concert for about 2 
hours. From August 6th to 9th, we had a chance to visit Yogyakarta  
by plane, accompanied by Nata (Sr. Natalia Do Rego). We pilgrimaged 
to three places: a church in the middle of a forest in the ruins of 
Borobudur with Mass going on (filled with 500 young and old 
people and dressed up). Another church with the atmosphere of a 
Buddhist temple, and a church with a huge mural painting like 
Gauguin. On the 9th we went to the Institution of the Franciscans 
where we were staying. We were shown the huge retreat house with 
rooms for 200 retreatants, a big hospital and their kindergarten. 
 

 The workshop ended on 13th. The house was ready to welcome 
back Gera (Sr. Gerardette Philips) from the General Chapter with the 
new curtains etc. 

 
August 15th and 16th were visits to Sr. Inoue’s apostolate in 

Jakarta, i.e. the NGO FAKTA, where activities take up lawyer-based 
issues and to the mobile library, “mobil baca.” In response to the 
motto of FAKTA, “to form reading habits among the slum children 
from an early age,” a vehicle was donated by Sr. Inoue’s Japanese 
supporters. I was impressed by the children’s sparkling eyes. 

 
  August 17th is Independence Day for Indonesia, when young 

and old, male and female, parade the city of Jakarta in costumes of 
nurses, policemen, and others. With an uncomfortable feeling of 
being a Japanese national, I left the promised land full of hope for 
the future, and set foot on my home-going trip.  
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